
Computer Science Department
City College of San Francisco

Minutes/Notes from Industry Advisory Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 14, 2019 | 6:30 – 8:30 p.m.
Batmale Hall room 411, Ocean/Phelan Campus

Attendees:

Julien Benoist, Fastly, Engineer
Sophie Novati, Buildschool, CEO and Founder
Robert Wicke, Halo Labs, CEO
Philip Ng, Tech recruiter and CCSF alumnus

Craig Persiko, CCSF CS Department Chair
Aaron Brick, CCSF CS Department Faculty
Jonathan Potter, CCSF CS Department Faculty
Steven Nelson, CCSF Employment Training Specialist

Raymond Chen, CCSF CS Student
Emre Yasa, CCSF CS Student
Maja Frankiewicz, CCSF CS Student
Andrew Guzman, CCSF CS Student
Vivian Guerrero, CCSF CS Student
Timothy Hastings, CCSF CS Student

Emailed comments at bottom from:
• Elizabeth Bautista, NERSC at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, Manager of Operations 

Technology Group
• Marco Casalaina, Salesforce, VP Products, Salesforce Einstein
• Brian Carlo, Workday, Senior Product Manager (and CCSF alumnus)
• Sean Kelly, Adobe, SRE / Database Engineer

Summary of Common Themes and Action Items to Consider for CS Department:

• Remove Perl from Data Science certificate
• Consider adding AWS or similar, and CNIT 106 and/or security topics  to Web 

Application Programming certificate
• Consider adding AWS or similar to Build Automation for DevOps & QA and Linux 

Administration certificates as well - spinning up VMs, Docker images, and maybe even 
lambdas.

• Combine our database certificates into one, removing administration.
• Integrate use of version control into Software Engineering and other project courses.
• Integrate security into coursework as well



• Many classes should require students to go in front of the class and solve a problem on a 
whiteboard, etc.

• Use Kotlin for Android app development

Agenda / Minutes:

6:30 Mingle and have some pizza / snacks

6:45 Computer Science Department Overview
Results from last Advisory meeting, and update on status of CCSF CS

• CCSF is now free for SF residents and growing in enrollment. But we've had to cut the 

number of classes for Fall, due to budget cuts from earlier drops in enrollment.

• CS curriculum includes Programming, Databases, Unix/Linux, and Gaming/Simulations

• CNIT is separate: Web (including HTML/Javascript), Networking, Windows, Tech 

Support.

• Visual Media Design covers: User Interface, Experience, and Graphic Design.

• In Computer Science:

◦ We serve over 2,700 students each year.

◦ We offer approximately 30 different courses each semester, for a total of 

approximately 80 sections.

◦ We have 9 full-time faculty and 24 part-time faculty.

◦ We hope to hire more part-time and full-time instructors in the coming year.

• In response to suggestions at past advisory meetings:

◦ We added data structures & algorithms and project / work experience requirements to 

most of our certificates

◦ We removed C# from the Web Application Programming certificate

◦ We are in the process of removing Perl from the Data Science Fundamentals 

certificate

◦ We are in the process of updating curriculum and language in the iPhone and DevOps

certificates

• A list of all the current and planned CCSF Certificates and their SLO's was handed out 

with the agenda.



6:50 Introductions

7:00 Courses and certificates
Do our curricula meet your organization's needs for entry level positions? What
skills are missing?

Existing Certificates (details attached):
Programming & App Development: Java, C++, iPhone, Android, Web

Sophie – how does industry internship work, and who are employers?
Choice of language not important. Expertise in an area of strength and producing 
deliverables is more important. Python is good for generic algorithm problems.
Julien – Agree that language not important.
Robert – in life sciences analytical devices, you have to stick with the language we’re 
using. Usually C.  Easier to start with C then understand others.
Steve – language choice depends on what you want to do.
Sophie – solving problems is most important. Choice of language goes with that.
Craig – do we need to differentiate on language?
Julien – no
Robert – yes. In life sciences, it’s all C.
Sophie – not many entry-level positions in C.  IOS development is easier to break into.
Philip – Web App Programming – this seems to be more full-stack
Robert – Should AWS be included in Web App Programming?
Julien – Such a variety of web technologies in the market – Web App Programming looks good.

SQL maybe isn’t needed
Sophie – ability to work with an API such as JSON is very important. Using a web service.
Julien – interaction with some API such as Wikipedia’s
Sophie – in interviews, best to be able to speak to a project.
Student should know how web queries work. Common interview question is: “What happens 
when you type in a URL?”
Juilian – maybe add some networking concepts. Security certificates, etc.
Steve – maybe add CNIT 106

Linux Administration: I, II
Julien – where do these students get jobs?
Steve – companies / organizations with large data servers

Build Automation for DevOps & QA
Robert – QC reports for hardware testing valuable too
Julien – Good skills for any programmer. Dedicated QA roles are on decline
Sophie – Agree that QA is going away as a technical role. That’s part of the job of 
individual engineers. Unit tests and integration tests are important. Switching from QA to
software engineering is a very tough.
Sophie – Add AWS to this certificate



Data Science Fundamentals
Julien – Add use of AWS, etc. Interacting with cloud infrastructure, serialization.
Sophie – This is more like Data Analytics.
Julien – This is somewhat different than programming.  Data hygiene. Looks good overall.

Database Certificates: Oracle, MySQL, SQL Server with C#
Robert – some projects use a combination of databases.  Now Mongo – very different.
Combining these into one seems reasonable.

Game and Simulation Programming
Robert – Unity as a choice of engine seems good.
Steve – C++ definitely good to have here, along with math.
Julien – there’s quite a range of different kinds of games. Networking is often important 
here too.

7:40 Proposed changes/additions to our certificates:

1) Should we have a Python programming certificate? (Or is its current inclusion in Data 
Science Fundamentals and Web Application Programming sufficient?)

• Sophie - Data structures class in Python would be good

• Julien – Python is the most commonly assumed language these days

• Sophie – more important than the language is what you do with it

• Julien – Students should know more than one language

2) Should we have an AS Degree in Data Science? (UC Berkeley and UCSD have B.S. 
degrees in it)

• Maybe more of a fit for transfer to a BS degree

3) Should we require students learn version control such as GitHub?  Should we require our
tech interview prep course?

• Julien - Github is pretty much expected, and using it for peer review, using it in a 

distributed environment.
• Robert – Understanding version control concepts is more important that Github 

itself.
• Julien – Even just understanding how to use Github is important

• Robert – entry level, they don’t have to know version control starting out

• Sophie – I’ve never seen Github come up in a hiring decision. But I think it helps 

a lot when you’re on the job.  It’s a common problem new engineers struggle with.
Folding source control into the project based course would be better.



• Tech Interview Prep: 

• Julien – Online materials from the author of “Cracking the Coding Interview” are 

great
• Steve – many classes should require students to go in front of the class and solve a

problem.
• Julien – using Github as a virtual whiteboard is sometimes done.

• Sophie – pair whiteboarding is important – taking the role of the interviewer 

alternating with the person being interviewed. Reality is that you can ask for hints 
from interviewer

• Robert – part of the goal in the interview is to see how it would be to work with 

this person. How do they communicate?
• Sophie – interviewee needs to know what information to ask for

4) Due to budget constraints and lack of enrollment, we will probably discontinue:
 Linux Network Administration (therefore losing the Linux Administration II 

certificate)
 Courses in Database Administration and Design/Modeling – pair down database 

certificates
Go ahead and remove Database Admin

 Perl

 C# programming (other than Unity) ?

Robert – We’re moving towards C# more
 Advanced PHP?

Sophie – PHP is in use at Facebook and Slack. But sometimes 
converted to C for efficiency at run-time

8:30 Adjourn

Comments received via e-mail:

Elizabeth Bautista, NERSC at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, Manager of Operations 
Technology Group:

• We need students with a combination of Linux Administration and Programming Skills.
• Combining the above with DevOps as well would be great.
• Should we require version control such as  Github? ABSOLUTELY!!  I'm surprised 

you don’t. And yes, in an interview, students should know it.
• Discontinueing Linux Network Administration (therefore losing the Linux Administration

II certificate)  is quite a shock! In my opinion, a programming certficate without knowing
Linux takes the candidate out of my area. Conversely, a candidate who knows Linux and 
can’t code can also be a deal breaker.



From: Marco Casalaina
Date: Wed, May 8, 2019 at 11:17 AM
To: CCSF Computer Science <cpersiko@ccsf.edu>

Hello Craig,

Unfortunately due to another commitment on that evening, I'll be unable to attend the meeting 
this time. 

Before I get into the curriculum feedback:
As you know I run the Salesforce Einstein product team, and we're commonly called upon to do 
an "AI 101" presentation to our customers, a very nontechnical presentation which basically lays 
out what AI can and cannot do given the current state of the art (because a lot of people have 
unrealistic ideas as to what AI can actually do today). If you are interested, I'd be happy to do a 
guest speaker session on this topic. It covers the general state of the art of AI, not just 
Einstein, although I do use some examples from Einstein products (since those are the easiest for
me to demonstrate). Let me know if this is something that would be of interest.

Here is my feedback on the certificate programs:

Android App Programming
Google has been pushing developers to use Kotlin for all new Android apps, and increasingly 
they're taking a Kotlin-first strategy by exposing their APIs there first and in Java and C++ later. 
The iOS description specifically notes that it covers Swift, but I don't see any mention of Kotlin 
in the Android one. It may be that CS 211D and 311D already cover Kotlin; if they don't, 
they should, and Kotlin should be called out in Android just as Swift is in iOS.

Certificate in Linux Administration II
I would argue that traditional Linux administration is not quite what it used to be; nowadays 
everybody fires up VMs on AWS or Azure or what have you. Those VMs are still generally linux
boxes so So I would say that this certificate should include a course (maybe optional) 
in something like AWS, in spinning up VMs, Docker images, and maybe even lambdas.

Database Programming: Microsoft SQL Server with C# 
Same here as with Linux, it's very rare nowadays to spin up a physical SQL server box like we 
used to - nowadays everybody uses Azure SQL or Amazon RDS. Azure SQL is still SQL 
server really, so the other course work still applies, but if the program is not already covering 
how to spin up and scale these databases on Azure, it should (and I specifically mean Azure here 
given the Microsoft focus of this certificate).

Data Science Fundamentals
Do any of those statistics courses cover basic machine learning prediction methods such as linear
& logistic regressions and forecasting? They should, that's the bread and butter of data science 
nowadays. Obviously you can't go super-deep into it given that it's only a 2 semester certificate, 
but a basic knowledge of what machine learning really is would be helpful.

https://www.infoworld.com/article/3394036/google-use-kotlin-for-new-android-apps.html


From: Brian Carlo
Date: Tue, May 14, 2019 at 12:31 PM
To: CCSF Computer Science <cpersiko@ccsf.edu>

Hi Craig,

Figured I'd pass along some thoughts since I won't be able to attend the meeting. Happy to 
continue the discussion via e-mail if you have any follow-up questions.

Best,

Brian Carlo
Senior Product Manager, Workday

# What work do you do, and for whom? 
After receiving two CS certificates from CCSF, I went on to receive a Master's in Information 
Management and Systems from the UC Berkeley School of Information in 2016.

I'm now a senior product manager at Workday for its core data platform, managing its 
high-volume indexing service.

# Do our curricula meet your organization's needs for entry level positions? What skills are 
missing? 
The CCSF Web certificate might be better off requiring the advanced Javascript class that 
appears to be an elective in the course catalog? The ubiquity of Javascript probably requires 
more exposure to JS for entry-level work.

# Should we have a Python programming certificate? 
I think so. There's enough demand in the market now for pure Python dev that doesn't necessarily
align with a Data Science skill set. For example, the stats class that's required for the data science
certificate is probably not as important for other Python use cases.

# Should we have an AS Degree in Data Science?

The data science certificate is probably sufficient.

# Should we require students learn version control such as GitHub? 

Yes. Would assume this would be baked into most CS classes, but that might be the easiest way 
to make progress here instead of requiring a separate course (if that's what's being suggested).

# Should we require our tech interview prep course

I think it depends on the context (certificates? AS degrees?) but my instinct is to say yes.



From: Sean Kelly
Date: Tue, May 14, 2019 at 5:41 PM
To: CCSF Computer Science <cpersiko@ccsf.edu>

Hello,

I looked over the coursework and wouldn't change the class requirements for the tracks that exist 
now.

One thing I am seeing in a lot of different organizations is that IT Departments are starting to 
report into a CISO (Chief of Information Security) instead of the traditional CTO or CIT roles.

There's a big push to integrate security throughout organizations. Most of the work I do includes 
some amount of aligning what's already been built with industry privacy and security standards 
(SOC2, PCI, HIPAA). 

I don't think educating students on security is an entire class, but I'd be curious to know what 
amount of the curriculum is focused on it. It pays very, very well. More than almost any other IT 
profession right now.

Spending a portion of the unix introduction on security would be good. That lesson could cover:
virus
phishing
malware
social engineering attacks
mitigation
etc.

The NIST (Commerce department) has developed a cyber security framework and has a 
curriculum. https://www.nist.

Regards and thank you for heading up the efforts to educate future generations of engineers,
Sean Kelly SRE/DBA

https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework

